New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Bates Motel: Season One The series, being a "contemporary prequel to the
1960 film Psycho, depicts the life of Norman Bates and his mother Norma
prior to the events portrayed in Hitchcock's film, albeit in a different fictional
town ("White Pine Bay, Oregon," as opposed to the film's "Fairvale,
California") and in a modern setting. The series begins after the death of
Norma's husband, when she purchases a motel located in a coastal Oregon
town so she and Norman can start a new life. Universal
World War Z Brad Pitt stars as an ex-United Nations employee racing around
the globe in a bid to halt a worldwide zombie pandemic in Marc Forster's
sprawling adaptation of Max Brooks' bestselling novel of the same name.
Retired U.N. investigator Gerry Lane (Brad Pitt) and his family are sitting in
what appears to be a typical Philadelphia traffic jam when helicopters
began to circle ominously overhead, and an explosion throws the city into
panic. In the blink of an eye, the streets are consumed by chaos. When Gerry
learns that the catalyst for the turmoil is a highly contagious virus that
transforms those who contract it into rampaging maniacs, and that legions
of the infected are growing on all continents, he agrees to join his former
colleagues in discovering the source of the rampant plague so that his wife
and two daughters will be guaranteed safety aboard a UN fleet in the
Atlantic Ocean. Upon tracing a crucial e-mail to a U.S. military base in South
Korea, Gerry learns that the infection has spread more rapidly than anyone
realizes. Although a subsequent trip to Jerusalem, where the government
has constructed a massive wall to keep the public safe, initially offers hope
that the growing horde can be kept at bay, an unexpected breach sends
Gerry back into the sky in search of patient zero. Just when Gerry thinks he's
traced the origins of the virus, however, the unthinkable happens.
Subsequently stranded in Cardiff with a fearless Israeli soldier, Gerry quickly
makes his way to a World Health Organization outpost where the few
remaining scientists have hit a dead end in their search for a cure. But the
struggle is far from over, and after recalling an unusual scene witnessed in
Jerusalem, Gerry prepares to make a leap of faith that could prevent the
downfall of humanity. Paramount
Pain & Gain Michael Bay's "hilarious crime comedy Pain & Gain is GoodFellas
on steroids." (Kyle Smith, New York Post) When a group of personal trainers
(Mark Wahlberg, Dwayne Johnson and Anthony Mackie) decide to steal the
American Dream, they get caught up in a criminal enterprise that goes
horribly wrong. Now, living large will take everything they've got in the
unbelievable true story that critics are calling "hilarious, smart, clever &
fresh.". Paramount
The Big Bang Theory Season 6 Season six kicks off in space, where Howard
is caught in an argument between Bernadette and his mom. Back on Earth,
Sheldon decides to hire, Alex, a young female assistant which makes Amy
feel threatened. Meanwhile, Howard and Penny make strides to define their
relationship and Raj attempts to find love. Find out what surprises are in
store for everyone, once Howard returns home in these 24 must-watch
episodes. Warner
Sesame Street: C Is for Cooking What's cooking on Sesame Street? Join
Elmo, Big Bird, Cookie Monster and lots of other friends as they explore a
variety of foods in these cooking themed stories and songs. Learn how sushi,
bread and pasta are made, Join Murray Monster at Cooking School, and
watch Elmo and his friend Pilar make fruit juice popsicles. A feast of fun, this
release features over 2 hours of content, including the full length bonus
adventure Elmo's Magic Cookbook! Warner
Floating City In 1940s Hong Kong, the poorest families had no choice but to
abandon their children. Bo Wah Chuen (Aaron Kwok), a mysterious
blue-eyed Asian boy, is ostracized and shunned. As he works his way up from
lowly laborer to an esteemed engineer for the British colonies, a shy but
beautiful wife by his side, and another woman's attention growing that
could feed both his heart and his career, Bo remains haunted. Well Go
Amour An octogenarian couple find their love put to the ultimate test when
one of them suffers a stroke, and the other must assume the role of the
caretaker in this compassionate yet unsentimental drama from director
Michael Haneke. Georges (Jean-Louis Trintignant) and Anne (Emmanuelle
Riva) are retired classical-music teachers savoring their golden years in a
comfortable apartment when Anne experiences a stroke that leaves her
partially paralyzed. As devoted Georges struggles with the formidable task
of becoming Anne's full-time caretaker, a visit from their adult daughter Eva
(Isabelle Huppert) reaffirms just how secluded from society the highly
educated couple have become since retiring. Sony
Scary Movie V The happily-married parents of a newborn boy seek the
assistance of paranormal investigators in ridding their home of evil in this
installment of the popular spoof series produced and written by David
Zucker, and directed by Malcolm D. Lee. Ballet dancer Jody (Ashley Tisdale)
and ape researcher Dan have just become the proud parents of a bouncing
baby boy when the spooky happenings in their home start causing
problems in the workplace as well. With a mischievous demon making their
lives unbearable, the miserable couple plant cameras in every corner of their
house, and recruit some supernatural experts to help evict the diabolical
imp. Charlie Sheen, Anthony Anderson, Regina Hall, and Katt Williams co-star
in this horror spoof also featuring Terry Crews, Molly Shannon, Chris Elliott,
and Heather Locklear. Anchor Bay
South Park Season 16 All fourteen episodes from South Park's legendary
16th season are jam-packed into this exclusive three-disc DVD set and 2-disc
Blu-ray set. Join Cartman, Kyle, Stan and Kenny as they hunt down the
mythical Jewpacabra, 'sketti wrestle with reality stars, and go jackin' it in San
Diego. Pile on never-before-seen deleted scenes and a healthy dose of cat
breading, and you've got a box set that could just "raise the bar"
Paramount

